Made in the USA, X-O Odor Neutralizer is the original, nature based deodorizer that is pH neutral and safe to use directly on fabrics, hard surfaces, people, pets and property. It leaves no cover-up fragrance behind.

Using a proprietary blend of deionized water and natural plant oils, X-O has been an all natural, green product since 1985. It was green (eco-friendly) long before being green was cool.

X-O eliminates a wide variety of odors. It is proven effective in eliminating cigarette smoke, cooking odors and other entrenched smells wherever they are found. Use X-O for odor elimination where safety is paramount.

X-O Odor Neutralizer Difference:

- Natural ingredients from plants.
- Safe for people, pets & property.
- Spray on any surface not affected by water! People & pet skin safe.
- Eco-Friendly, green product.
- Leaves no cover-up fragrance.
- Non-abrasive, no wipe down.
- Has a five year shelf life.

X-O Odor Neutralizer Eliminates all odors:

- Cigarette, cigar and pipe smoke.
- Pungent cooking/spice odors.
- Smoke and fire damage odors.
- Powerful decomposition smells.
- Smelly pet carriers & pet houses.
- Cat litter boxes, fouled carpets.
- Smelly kennels, stables & coops.
- Toilets, showers & sinks.
- Fabrics, soiled clothes, furniture
- Stored cars, RV's, boats, trunks.
- Garbage cans and dumpsters.
- Odors from urine, excreta, vomit.

Odor Neutralizer

The Ready To Use (RTU) X-O comes in a quart spray bottle or in a bulk gallon.

The Concentrate comes in a quart bottle or a bulk gallon size. Both are ready to mix with water and apply.

ECO-FRIENDLY  ALL NATURAL  WORKS INSTANTLY  NO RINSE REQUIRED  WORKS FOR ALL ODORS
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Always read, understand and follow the instruction printed on the product container.